J/40 Steering Pedestal and Sole area construction
PeriodicsSurvey noted that the Steering cables were slack and should be examined and replaced. Also
noted some elevated moisture in the cockpit sole aft of the traveler. The deck” tapped” out fine, but
the meter said it was there. The clues that more was going on were 1.) Rust coming down through the
pedestal hole where the idler blocks and control cables come through the deck and 2.) the pulleys can
be pushed upwards as the idler plate had lost all integrity and thus the cables were slack. If you see
those 2 things, you very likely have a problem. Although the deck/core repair was not a required or
recommended repair at this point, if you were going to do it now was the right time as the pedestal was
coming out. Also with all the steering gear out of the way below decks, it’s a perfect time to replace any
hoses that were looking long in the tooth. We had four that got changed out including the aft scupper
drains, fuel fill and the aft anchor locker drain. The Propane locker drain hose had been done a few
years ago when the propane system was completely redone. Total bill for all of it was around $6,500 for
budget purposes, but ignore it and that number will go higher. The Idler is not a problem specific to
J/Boats and a quick scan of the web will show numerous examples on many brands.

The cockpit sole aft of the traveler is shaped like a stubby T of approx. 30” wide by 24” at the T-top fore
and aft. The area has a slight crown to channel water through (2) roughly 1.5” (I/D) scuppers which lead
out to the transom. (Measurements are eye-balled at this point). Where the Steering pedestal is
mounted there is a sheet of ¾” marine plywood that looks to be about 12’” x 12”. The rest of the deck
around the plywood is end grain balsa. In the case of hull #4, the moisture got it via a poorly overdrilled
pedestal hole (the 9 o’clock one) and poor sealing around it. We originally thought it might be the
vertical cockpit fitting holes, but that does not appeared to be cored.

The adjustable crossed wire idler leads your steering cable from its vertical run within your pedestal to a
horizontal run under the cockpit, then aft to the radial drive wheel on the rudder shaft. (see Edson
diagram below). The original cross wire idler assembly was fabricated from mild steel. It was attached
to the aluminum pedestal with aluminum mounting bolts.
If the sealant at the base of the pedestal fails, or moisture following the mounting bolts through the
deck will promote rust and corrosion of the steel plate. Edson tried several coatings over the years to
address these issues. Eventually, in 2004, per inter-web reports, a complete redesign was accomplished.
The redesigned parts’ aluminum frame is compatible with the other aluminum components and avoids
any galvanic corrosion. If your boat is newer than 2004, you should already have the aluminum part.

Adjustable Idler Edson – New part in Aluminum

The pulley has pushed up through the plate, causing slack cables.

The Cockpit hole is reinforced with a 1’ x 1’ (approx) sheet of .75” marine plywood. The following
cables go through”: - 2 Steering leads, Engine throttle cable, Transmission control cable (mark which

is which…) and - Compass Binnacle light Templates for the hole are available on Edson.com, but it’s a
good idea to make reference marks for the current position.

Note Green tape with cable name

You can see where the loose steering cable was starting to saw through the deck

All the coring appears intact and structural based on core sample taken from underneath at the
wettest spot. The area where the sample was taken is rapidly drying out already. Initially,
Muller Marine, specialists in J/Boat repair, is for pulling the cockpit skin, examining what is
there and if some need replacement then do so, but he expects it will be fine, dry it out, isolate
it and re-skin with glass. He will also cut out the VOID and reglass. He plans on making a
backing plate of G10, 3/8” 14x14, and bolt under the deck using extended pedestal bolts.
After pulling it apart, with the way the plywood had been originally installed, the proper repair
replaced it with Coosa board so the correct holes could be made for the pedestal and with
minimal expense we ended up re-coring as well. The result was far better than new.
The Edson parts came in quickly and the new cables were done in a few weeks. And of course,
while we have all this out including the quadrant, might as well replace all the hoses under
there too. Fuel Fill, Two aft scuppers, check Propane Drain hose and Anchor Locker hose.

So after cutting away the deck (top is forward), the water culprit is the 9:00 bolt hole for the pedestal.
The hole was completely over-drilled and not well sealed. So it goes. A wonder it wasn’t wetter. The
water made a micro-channel through the plywood and into the layer of coring to the left of it. We just
cut out that row of coring to check it – still structural at the most moist part, and now are looking at the

base glass of the sole. After the de-skin, while the plywood was questionable, the core was usable, but
we’ve gone this far, why not go the full-monty for not much more.
So we’ll remove the plywood and put in Coosa board, which is the best replacement for it, but doesn’t
take on moisture. New coring will be closed cell foam blocks of Divinycell. The green tape marks the
placement of a new template to cut a new hole for the pedestal hardware. It will be strong and more
durable than new. In the meanwhile the new cables came in today:

A G10 panel (1/8” thick 14” x 14”) was laminated to the underside of the sole for overdo.
Coosa board: http://www.coosacomposites.com/ to replace plywood area - no-rot and light-weight
advantages of high density foam combined with the structural properties of fiberglass make Coosa
panels an excellent replacement for wood and other traditional core materials. Coosa panels are used
throughout the marine, industrial and transportation industries in structural and non-structural
applications.

Looks like wood above, but that’s the grain of the plywood imprinted in the top layer of the glass. The
above was sanded clean in prep for the Coosa and re-coring, going under the edge by about an inch
which is where any moisture in the original core extended. Then the oversized plywood replacing
Coosa plate was installed (black colored) and the rest of the area re-cored with closed-cell foam. (see
next image). First few layers of glass on top of it in the following image. The glass ties the whole thing
together structurally – this is important. The number of deck repairs I’ve seen on other boats where
they just trowel on some west system goo is incredible – fails in a few years. Do it the right way.

Divinycell is a PVC structural foam core for composite sandwich construction. H-80 is a 5lb per cubic
foot density and is commonly found in marine and transportation applications. At least 6 layers of
Fiberglass Biaxial Cloth is a #1708 E-glass Biaxial (+/-45 degree) Cloth with 3/4 oz mat backing. The
fiberglass tows are held together by light nylon stitching which do not affect the structural integrity of
the cloth. The flat non-crimped fibers yield reduced print-thru and higher stiffness than other woven

fabrics. The mat backing adds extra thickness and makes for a smoother finished product when applied
over scratches and dents. This cloth is ideal for repairs, tabbing, and reinforcing. 8 layers were applied.

Last layers of glass, prepped

All that is left to do is customize the deck hole to the idler plate, the reassemble the pedestal base, seal
and remount, run the steering/control cables,, remount the quadrant to the rudder shaft, adjust the
idler pulley angles, adjust the steering cable tension and test the installation. This part should go pretty
quickly now that all the prep work is done and the parts are completely assembled.

All back together. Not too exciting to look at, but should be good for another 30+
Rebuild of Core, Supporting plate within deck, G10 plate below, redeck, re-gelcoat
Redo of 4 hoses: (2) scupper, anchor locker, fuel fill (propane drain already done)
Pedestal work, idler assembly, new steering cables, align and adjust
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